Blue Room Newsletter

Miss Chilo * Miss Liz * Miss Michelle

Wow I can not believe it is already March. I hope your 2020 has been going amazing. Here are just some small reminders about blue room. We would like you to please remember to not bring in any toys during the week and only bring them in on Fridays.

Things that you can do at home to help your child at school.

* We are wanting you to try and work on letter and number recognition. This well help your child as they move forward in their life.

* We are also asking if you can please work on writing your child’s name together so that they can learn to write and spell it. We are hoping for all the kids in blue room to be able to write their names before going to green room.

* We are asking you to also work with your child on their fine motor skills by letting them cut paper at home. This will help your child build their hand muscle that can help with writing later in life.